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The L6470 dSPIN motor driver provides fully digital motion 
control with no need for a dedicated MCU to perform speed 
profile and positioning calculations.

The digital control core, together with the innovative 
voltage-mode driving operation, result in a position 
resolution of up to 128 micro-steps and smoother motion.

The fast SPI interface, with daisy-chain capability, allows a 
single MCU to control multiple devices.

Reduced resonance, noise and vibration at low speed 
make the overall application much simpler and lighter.

Key features 
Monolithic digital micro-stepping driver QQ

Fully programmable speed profile and positioningQQ

Voltage-mode driving, featuring up to 128 micro-steps QQ

8-bit 5 MHz SPI interface (daisy-chain compatible) QQ

Sensorless stall detection  QQ

Integrated current sensing (no external shunt)  QQ

Full set of embedded diagnostic and protection QQ

functions 
Integrated 16 MHz oscillator, 5-bit ADC and 3 V QQ

voltage regulator 
HTSSOP, POWERSO and compact QFN packagesQQ

Targeted applications 
Industrial QQ

Stage lightingQQ

ATM, POS  QQ

Textile machinesQQ

Factory automation QQ

Medical equipmentQQ

Security QQ

Vending machinesQQ

Computers and peripheralsQQ

PrintersQQ

ConsumerQQ

Digital still cameras QQ

Game consoles QQ

Gambling machines QQ

dSPIN
Future in motion

Monolithic digital micro-stepping driver featuring innovative 
control for outstanding smoothness at highest resolution 



dSPIN product table

Part number Package
Operating 
voltage (V)

Current
rating (A)

RDS(on) (ohm) Packing
Evaluation 
software

Evaluation boards

L6470H
HTSSOP28

8 to 45
3 RMS
7 peak

0.28

Tube

Free download on
www.st.com/dspin

EVAL6470: dSPIN evaluation board, 
STEVAL-PCC009V1: microcontroller board

L6470HTR Tape and reel

L6470Q1

QFN7X748
Tray

L6470QTR1 Tape and reel

L6470PD1

POWERSO36
Tube

L6470PDTR1 Tape and reel

1. Coming soon

The L6470 dSPIN motor driver, using analog and mixed-signal technology, is an advanced fully integrated solution 
suitable for driving 2-phase stepper motors with micro-stepping. It integrates a dual low RDS(on) DMOS full bridge with 
all of the power switches equipped with accurate on-chip current sensing circuitry suitable for non-dissipative current 
control and overcurrent protection. A unique control system ensures a true 1/128 step resolution is achieved.
The digital control core can generate user defined motion profiles with acceleration, deceleration, speed or target 
position easily programmed through a dedicated register set. All commands and data registers, including those used 
to set analog values (such as current control value, current protection trip point, dead time, PWM frequency) are sent 
through a 5 Mbit/s SPI.
A rich set of protection features (thermal, low bus voltage, overcurrent, motor stall) allows the design of fully-protected 
applications, as required by the most demanding motor control applications.
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